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Dear JO,  

 

I'd like to add my verdict about pornography, not only how it affects a  

marriage but how it affects society. Marriage by nature is exclusive, a  

life-long commitment, and a promise to remain one man for one woman for life.  

The personal sacrifice of choosing not to act on all our impulses and  

desires contrary to that promise builds character and integrity. The wisdom  

of tradition is clear that that is the most nurturing in which to raise  

well-adjusted children - the best gift parents can give their children is  

the awareness that mom and dad are crazy about each other. 

 

But what if dad is really crazier for the women he sees on the internet?  

His wife has lost her place in being his number one fantasy girl, is that  

really good for a marriage? Even if she enjoys the porn as well, how does it  

make him feel that it is the guy with the six pack abs that really turns her  

on in the middle of an intimate act? It hits at the core values of our  

identity. For her: "He doesn't delight in me alone". For him: "I don't have  

what it takes to please her". Look at Suzanna, Zeina, Aisha (a newlywed, for  

goodness sake!) what is this doing to their identity as a woman? Such young  

women...what will their hearts be saying when gravity takes hold and they  

truly can't compete with writhing, limber bodies 20 years younger, but that  

age-group is their husbands favorite fantasy instead of her? 

 

Perhaps the addiction to porn is so deep that both partners are in denial as  

to what it is really costing them in terms of intimacy, oneness, and unity.  

Denial is a symptom of addiction. Denial leads to deception...choosing to  

believe what you want to believe in spite of proof to the contrary.  There  

seems to be quite a bit of denial going on by the subjects of this article,  

especially those who claim they are not addicted to porn. Addiction is what  

happens when you can't give something up, or won't even when you see how it  

is hurting the people around you. How many of these interviewed COULD give  

up porn if they wanted to? 

 

Dr. Issam Smeir, a Jordanian psychologist practicing in the US had an  

interesting post on his blog ( "shifaa" at www.jordanplanet.net) last month  

on this subject. He says that pornography is a slippery slope, and will lead  

to the break down of two very important keys to marriage- trust and  

relationship. People who lie to cover their porn addictions break the trust  

of their spouses. Even fantasy cyber relationships take energy, leaving the  

spouse too drained to be involved in the real life stuff of solving,  

repairing and negotiating family issues, again, destroying true intimacy.  



Secret fantasies are usually not about the spouse, creating an inner guilt  

that is stuffed but pops up as resentment in communicating with the spouse  

in other areas. Intimacy, the ability to completely be your inner self  

without fear of disclosure, is replaced by intensity. And due to inner  

guilt, it propels the person into an isolated, lonely world of secret shame. 

 

The greatest danger of this trade-off is that intensity is insatiable. It  

requires greater and more diverse stimulation; what is a thrill today is  

boring tomorrow. It is never achieved, and usually becomes so perverse that  

one of the spouses says 'no', driving the addict into greater secrecy and  

isolation. Sexual desire without boundaries is extremely destructive. The  

intensity sought by the porn addict makes the boundaries of normal fuzzy, and  

willing to cross into the known taboos, and throw away precious things for  

the next sexual high. 

 

Childhood sexual abuse is proof of this. It is on the rise worldwide, and  

Jordan is not immune. Dr. Hani Johshan states that with the arrival of  

easy-access porn the rates of childhood sexual abuse have sky-rocketed - more  

than just increased reports due to barriers against reporting it coming  

down.  Many men who sexually abuse children are married with children of  

their own, but found their way into child-porn as the next ’thrill of the  

forbidden'.  They know it is wrong, but just can't stop. Pedophiles are very  

very difficult to rehabilitate, and even after convicted and punished, have  

among the highest recidivism rates. 

 

Many children have found their parent's stash of porn, and watch it when  

parents are at work, becoming pre-sexualized and setting the stage for  

incestuous abuse within the home itself. I counsel Jordanian victims of  

childhood sexual abuse, and this story is told way too often of brother's  

watching dad's porn and making his 5 year old sister act it out. Who pays  

the price for unbridled sexuality? All of society.  Is it really worth it?  

Is this the future we want for Jordan? 

 

Thanks for hearing me out. I hope it will make people think further. 

 


